Boroughbred
Behavior Resources
Enrichment DIY
Snuffle Sushi - Stuff a paper towel roll with fabric strips and a yummy chew treat hidden in the middle. If
you are using a towel or blanket, multiple tubes can be used to make a chain!

Snuffle Snail - Use a rolled-up blanket to make the shape and cut strips of toilet

roll tubes looped throughout the blanket that helped keep it all together. Then filled
with kibble/treats and let the dog snuffle away! The rolled-up blanket made nice deep
pockets for the kibble/treats!

Extreme Puzzle Box - Fill a box with shredded paper layered with treats or food!
A Hole in One – A box filled with cut tube rolls with treats/food in the tubes.
example video: https://www.facebook.com/sophie.neill/videos/10158277987634791/

Treat Clothesline – String with paper/plastic cups attached filled with treats. Your dog will have to knock
cups for treats to fall out! example: https://www.facebook.com/kristin.liu.35/videos/10157066001817039/

Mini Snuffle box - Fill a small box up with strips of fabric filled with treats!
Slide of hand – The Classic sleight of hand trick, but now for your dogs! Cover food/treats with paper cups
or treat bowls and shuffle around. Let your dog to guess which one covers the treat!
example video: https://www.facebook.com/terezastuckova/videos/10219816509262267/

Hung licki-mats - Great and easy tool for keeping your pet busy! Place on a wall,
cover with peanut butter, pumpkin, or wet food, and let your dog have fun!
https://www.chewy.com/hyper-pet-lickimat-boredem-buster/dp/177535
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Honeycomb balls - Stuff strips of fabric and treats into a honeycomb ball for a
rewarding puzzle!

Ball pit with treats – Sprinkle treats at the bottom of an empty kiddy pool. Cover treats with balls turning it
into a ball pit. Dog uses their sniffer to seek treats. (No pool? No problem! Can be used with a variety of items,
such as a size appropriate box!)

Stuffed Kong tire – Cover inner area with treat such as pumpkin or peanut butter. Can freeze to be longer
lasting and more fun!

Snuffle mat Vs Deep Box/Basket- Stuff a relatively larger box or basket with a fully loaded snuffle mat.
This allows treats to be hidden deeper/better.

Wrapped bully sticks – Wrapping a bully stick in this toy allows for it to last longer and the pups to use
their noggin to figure out how to eat their yummy treat! https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0002DJXGW/

Muffin tin and tennis balls - Put treats in muffin tin and cover each section with a tennis ball. Your dog will
have fun searching for the treats!

Frozen Puzzle Feeders – Fill a puzzle feeder with yummy items and freeze it to turn it into a puzzle
Popsicle!

Treat Roll-up – Lay a towel out and line treats/kibble up the middle. Roll the towel up. Dogs have to use
their nose to unfurl the towel and get the treat.

Serve yourself treat dispenser – Fill an empty tissue box with a handful

of treats. Stuff the opening with a loofah, string hanging out. Tape the tissue
box, upside down to the leg of a table. Fido will have to figure out how to get
the treats out of the box!
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